Tata Steel Mining Limited

Corporate Overview

Corporate Identity

Welcome to our world
Our Purpose

Transforming Natural
Resources Sustainably for a
Better Tomorrow.

Our Vision

Statutory Reports

Our Values

To be The Most Respected
and Valuable Mining
Company in India.

Integrity
Responsibility
Excellence
Pioneering
Unity
Zero Harm

88 LCuM

4.53 LT

Domain knowledge
and expertise in mining
– planning, operations
and regulatory

Passionate people
from diverse
backgrounds and
expertise

Supply chain
capabilities for timely
order fulfilment for
customers in domestic
and international
markets

Domain knowledge
and expertise in ferro
alloys manufacturing

Culture of continuous
improvement and
business excellence

Using partner plants in
an asset-light business
model

Strong relationship
with premier global
customers

Strong relationship and connect with
stakeholders, especially host community
around the mines and plants

Financial Statements

Tata Steel Mining is among the leading players in chrome ore mining and the
ferro alloys business in India. We are a 100% subsidiary of Tata Steel Limited.
We are using our domain expertise in mining and alloy making, innovation
capabilities and sustainability focus to transform mining while involving all our
stakeholders in our journey towards long-term value creation.

Our Capacities

1.7 LT

Chrome ore mining
(Ore production)

Chrome ore mining
(Total excavation)

Ferro alloy production

Our core strengths

Figures of FY 2020-21

Annual Report 2020-21
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Tata Steel Mining Limited

Corporate Overview

One-year milestones

Versatile downstream uses of ferro chrome
Ferrochrome is used in making stainless steel, which forms a part of our daily lives in many ways.

June 2020

July 2020

August 2020

TS Alloys renamed
Tata Steel Mining
Limited on May 19

Executed mine lease at
Saruabil and Kamarda
(twin) chromite mines
on June 26

Executed mine lease at
Sukinda on July 23

Launched Shikhar
programme for cost
efficiency
Launched Enterprise
Risk Management

Implemented safety
management system

Infrastructure

Personal grooming
products

Airport roofing

Financial Statements

Smartwatches

Statutory Reports

May 2020

December 2020

November 2020

October 2020

September 2020

Reported first ferro chrome
production and sales
(domestic)

Launched our Purpose,
Vision and Values on
November 1

Started mining after due
statutory clearance on
October 5

Commenced operations at
Sukinda mines

Conducted first virtual
vendor meet

Implemented business IT
infrastructure (SAP) and
compliance management
system (EVOLVE)

Facilitated first chrome
ore dispatch from Sukinda
chromite mines October 30

January 2021

February 2021

March 2021

Reported first ferro
chrome export sales on
January 27

Reported first ferro
chrome dispatch from FAP
Athagarh on February 1

Conferred the Kalinga Safety
Gold Award for FAP Athagarh
on March 12

Started production (1st
furnace) at FAP Gopalpur

Signed contract with
Tsingshan, world’s largest
stainless steel producer

Reported highest-ever
excavation from Sukinda

First dispatch and domestic
sales of chrome ore from
Saruabil mines
Initiated 100% COVID-19
testing of employees and
contract workers

Smartphones

Surgical tools

Utensils

Automobiles

Started 2nd furnace at
Gopalpur

Started excavation at Kamarda
Attained an employee
strength of 400+

Annual Report 2020-21

Awarded for excellence

Kalinga Safety Excellence
Gold Award to Ferro Alloys Plant
Athagarh for performance, 2019
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Corporate Overview

Our Footprint

Presence in strategic locations

Statutory Reports
Financial Statements

India footprint
Head office
Mines

Locations

Annual Report 2020-21

Bhubaneswar, Odisha
Sukinda Valley, Odisha – Sukinda (406 HA),
Saruabil (247 HA) and Kamarda (107 HA)
Plants
Athagarh (59,400 MTPA) and Gopalpur (55,000
MTPA), Odisha
Ferro Processing Three in Odisha, one in Chhattisgarh, one in
Centre (FPC)
Andhra Pradesh and one in West Bengal
Sales office
Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata
Depot
Bhiwandi, Nagpur, Faridabad
Distributors
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Delhi
Key customers Maharashtra, Gujarat, Delhi & NCR, Uttar
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal,
Odisha, Chhattisgarh
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Global footprint

Location

Marketing agents
Ports
Container Freight
Station (CFS)
Sourcing partners

Tokyo, Seoul, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Chicago
Paradip, Vizag, Haldia
Vizag
Russia, Vietnam, Colombia
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Strategic Priorities

Strategic objectives
Strategic
objectives

Brief outline

Objective details

Key performance indicators

Goals

SO1

Leadership in chrome
business

Double the capacity of chrome
business and become one of the
most preferred vendors by providing
benchmark quality products and
services to customers

• Ferro chrome
production capacity
• Chrome ore capacity

Emerge as #1
chrome ore and
ferro chrome
producer in India

SO2

Drive profitability through
focused cost management

Focus on best-in-class processes
for operational efficiency, energy
efficiency, supply chain and
procurement optimisation

• ROIC
• Shikhar savings

Higher Return on
Invested Capital
(ROIC)

SO3

Grow in new businesses

Scale up our capabilities and
capacities to multiply revenue
momentum in identified new
businesses

Revenue through new
business streams

Emerge as Top 3
in India in new
businesses

SO4

Leadership in sustainable
mining

• Committed to Zero Harm to our
people and planet. Grow the ambit
of sustainable business practices in
terms of CO2 emissions, water and
energy consumption
• Make the entire supply chain
responsible and improve the
quality of life of the communities
we operate in

• Zero fatality
• Reduce carbon
emission
• Reduce specific
water and energy
consumption
• Zero effluent discharge

• Zero Harm
• Lives covered

Strategy planning process

VISION

MATERIAL
ISSUE

PURPOSE

STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

VALUE

LEADERSHIP
DIRECTION

Long term
strategic objectives
and enablers
INTERNAL
CONTEXT

EXTERNAL
CONTEXT

Strength and Weaknesses

Opportunities and Threats

Annual Report 2020-21

STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

Long-term plan
Annual business plan
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ENTERPRISE RISK
MANAGEMENT

Identification,
assessment, mitigation,
review and monitoring

Financial Statements

We have identified four strategic objectives to meet our business and sustainability
goals, while setting parameters to measure the outcomes. This goal-oriented strategy
will not only help us become a performance-driven organisation, but also help us
push ahead our larger sustainability agenda.

Statutory Reports

Setting goals for
sustainable growth

Strategic enablers
SE1

SE2

SE3

Engaged and high performing people

Leadership in technology and innovation

Foster ONE TSML culture

Develop engaged and high-performing
people by enabling best-in-class work
systems. Create diverse and inclusive teams
and focus on structured learning and
development programmes

Leverage technology and digital
interventions in mining and ferro
alloy making. Devise and implement a
suitable innovation framework across the
organisation and emerge as a technology
leader in India

Build a culture of agility and collaboration.
Develop an accountable and risk
intelligent workforce
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Stakeholder Engagement

Stakeholders

Relevance

Requirements

Key initiatives

Customers

• Business sustenance/
growth
• Improvement in
products
• Process innovation

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Shareholders

• Capital/fund generation • Progress towards Purpose
• Corporate governance • Financial performance
alignment to strategy
• Wealth creation

• Enabling profitable growth
• Leveraging synergy and collaboration

Vendors

• Production and delivery • Transparency and hassle-free
transactions
• Growth
• Quality of materials/
• Fair and sustainable business
services
• Timely payments and financing
requirement

• Standard procurement processes
• Service-level agreements
• Regular vendor meets and platform for
two-way communication/Vendor relationship
management
• Established confidence in payment cycle

Outsourced
partners (MDOs
and FPCs)

• Cost efficiency
• Process expertise
• Resource support

• Technical support
• Sustainable business
• Collaborative environment
• Timely payments

• Efficient contract management
• Regular review and capability development
planning
• Established confidence in payment cycle

Employees

• Taking TSML towards its
vision
• Culture building
• Brand ambassadors
• Innovation
• Accomplish work of
the organisation

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistent quality
Compliance to orders - timely delivery
Physical specifications
Competitive pricing
Service support

Career progression
Agile and safe workplace
Learning and growth opportunities
Reward and recognition
Quality of work life
Inclusive workspace

•
•

Annual Report 2020-21

•
•
Community
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• Ensure business
continuity and
sustenance
• Tata philosophy
• Social licence to operate

•
•
•
•
•

Socio-economic development
Livelihood opportunities
Preservation of ethnic practices
Support in health and education
Rehabilitation and resettlement

•

Quality assurance at mines and at plants
Measurement of delivery compliance
Increase in sizing capacities
Long-term contracting
Technical support

Promoting diversity
Initiatives around Zero harm
Inclusive workplace
Gender neutral toilets
Supporting high performance HR policies
Organisation structure to drive career
progression and job content
Systematic training and development process for
technical and management topics
One TSML culture – enabling collaboration and
agility
Employee engagement through Shikhar projects
Structured communication platforms such as
monthly Baat Cheet by MD

Activities in the area of education, health,
livelihood, sports and culture, environment and
rural development
• Participation of community in project selection
• Communications and engagements

Stakeholders

Relevance

Requirements

Key initiatives

Government and • Business continuity
regulatory bodies • Industry discipline and
governance structure
• Help in nation-building

• Compliance with laws and regulations
• Revenue collection
• Contribution in case of national
emergencies

• Mine production at MDPA terms
• Schematic mine development and sustainable
mining
• Zero effluent discharge and compliance with all
environment norms
• EVOLVE system to streamline all compliances

Media

• Wider communication
• Matters of
public interest

•
•
•
•

• Media engagements
• Invitation to participate in events
• Regular updates on progress

Industry bodies

• Enabling ease of doing
business

• Collaboration on best practices
• Enabling policy advocacy for benefit of
industry
• Inputs for regulatory changes

Communicating news
Sharing best practices
Clarifying positions
Advance information on key
developments

• Participation in key roles to drive activities
• Help in formulating policies with our inputs
• Presentation in industry bodies to share best
practices

Material issues
Materiality enables us to identify, prioritise, track and report the most important issues under economic and environment,
social and governance (ESG) parameters that have a significant impact on our business.

Economic

Environmental

Social

Governance

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Business growth
Long-term profitability
Product quality
Contribution to public
exchequer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Renewable and clean
energy
Waste management
Water consumption
Effluent discharge
Energy efficiency
Air pollution
Supply chain sustainability
CO2 emission
Biodiversity

•
•
•
•

Occupational safety and
health (OSH)
Labour relations
Drinking water
Local employment
opportunities
Talent retention

•
•

•
•
•

Going beyond compliance
and setting trends for
future regulation
Sustainability disclosures
Technical knowledge
transfer and capacity
building for relevant
partners
Stakeholder engagement
Technology, product and
process innovation
Responsible advocacy
for the mining and alloys
sector
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We are constantly engaging with our stakeholders to understand their expectations
and key requirements. This enables us to align our business objectives with their
requirements and create win-win partnerships.

Statutory Reports

Delivering on stakeholder
expectations

Tata Steel Mining Limited

•

Mitigation strategies

Macroeconomic and market risk

•

Our main product, high carbon ferro chrome is consumed by
stainless steel customers globally. Any slowdown/downturn in
stainless steel industry may adversely impact ferro chrome and •
chrome ore demand
Since we serve customers overseas for our ferro chrome
business, any trade barriers and protectionist policies may
affect demand and prices. Moreover, China, being one of the
largest consumers of ferro chrome, can have a bigger impact
on our sales if there are any geo-political issues

•

•

Unforeseen circumstances such as the COVID-19 health crisis
that led to global and local lockdowns, also impact demand

•

Safety risk

•

We operate three mines and many manufacturing locations
and are subject to safety risks due to the nature of the job and •
handling of hazardous materials
In addition, the recent pandemic has posed the risk of possible
disruption in operations in case the COVID-19 infection spreads •
within or around our operating areas
•

•
Annual Report 2020-21

•

Financial risk
Working capital requirement is increasing as we scale up
operations, resulting in the blockage of cash.
We are also exposed to currency volatility given ~50% of
our alloys are sold in international markets
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•
•

•

We are fortifying our presence in the domestic market as
well as new global territories beyond traditional markets like
China to diversify our customer portfolio
Dedicated marketing and sales team service customers and
build deep customer engagement by understanding their
requirements and improving service and delivery quality
Long-term contracts with select customers are being
formulated to give continuity and assurance to our
esteemed customers
In response to pandemic-led lockdowns, our pan-India
customer base and global presence will help shift sales to
areas less affected by the pandemic with the objective of
ramping up sales in line with recovery in the market
We continue to closely monitor the developments on the
ground and align our operations with the evolving market
conditions
Zero Harm is one of the six chosen values of our Company.
We believe in embedding a safety culture in our ecosystem
Best practices of Tata Steel are being adopted in mines and
plants through six strategic steps covering areas of safety
leadership, competency development, process safety,
contractor safety, road/rail safety and occupational health
Hazard Identification and Risk (HIRA) and emergency
preparedness plans are integrated into our safety
management
We developed a comprehensive COVID-19 response, with
procedures and checklists, and created awareness across
employee and contractor groups
Special focus is also given to testing and vaccination drives
in alignment with the national eligibility criteria
Mind Matters initiative for mental well-being of our
employees and family
We are looking for additional manufacturing capacities to
utilise ore production and reduce working capital
We have credit lines to manage cash flow in the event of
need. We are hedging our exposure under the guidance and
expertise of our parent company
We also enjoy natural hedging between our exports
(ferrochrome) and imports (coke)

Community risk

•

Inability to maintain harmonious relationship with proximate
communities may adversely impact business continuity and
social licence to operate

•

We are responsible towards the local communities around our
mining and manufacturing locations

Risk ratings

•

•

Supply chain and commodity risk

Volatility and disruptions in the prices and supply of
commodities due to unforeseen events and geopolitical
conditions may lead to stoppage of production.
Given imported raw materials (majorly reductants) have
significant cost implications, exchange rate fluctuations can
escalate cost and hence impact profitability

•

•

•
•

Environment risk

Non-compliance with the stringent environmental conditions
and other regulatory provisions may lead to penalties,
operational disruption and loss of reputation

•
•

•
•

Regulatory risk

We are exposed to stringent laws and regulations in the
areas of mining, alloy manufacturing such as environmental,
forest, trade measures, competition and taxes, among others.
Any non-compliance with laws and regulations can have
consequences on our operations and can adversely impact
our reputation. The frequent changes in regulations and
introduction of newer ones may make compliance more
complex

•

•

•

We focus on the formulation and execution of advanced
maintenance practices to improve plant availability
and reliability. Our strong quality assurance and daily
management practices at plants enable early warning
indication
On a long-term basis, we are planning to adopt best-in-class
practices and technology for early detection and protection
of critical installations
In line with the Company’s commitment, several initiatives
are being implemented with Tata Steel Foundation (TSF)
covering livelihood, health, education, sports and ethnicity
and relief during urgencies
In FY 2020-21, we touched 31,000 lives through our
CSR programmes
Focused programmes on women empowerment,
encouraging education though 1,000 school projects, water
through spring rejuvenation among others helped to create
and strengthen our relationship with communities
Under the prevailing conditions of the pandemic, issues
such as reverse migration, loss of income, food insecurity,
stress and the need to boost public health systems are being
addressed by a ten-point #CombatCovid19 programme
launched by TSF
We source reductants through T S Global Procurement
(TSGP), which consolidates the Tata Steel Group’s
requirement and negotiates the best deal
TSGP has established a good balance of long term and spot
buy, which reduces impact of price fluctuations
In addition, we are also working on identifying common
consumables across plants for consolidation of buys to
further reduce the cost
Alternative sources are managed to avoid sourcing risks
Necessary clauses are incorporated in vessel contracts to
safeguard the Company’s interests in case of potential delays
We have a strong compliance management process for
monitoring and managing various aspects of compliances
Our emissions are well within the norms and the Company
is focusing on resource conservation. Air quality, energy
consumption, water management, Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emission, solid waste generation are the focus areas for our
Company, supported by several initiatives
We have identified a sustainability framework and have
drawn targets for 2030 for these key measurements
We are identifying and implementing signature initiatives
for CO2 emission reduction, energy conservation, and energy
procurement from cleaner sources in collaboration with
industry technology experts. Water is also identified as a key
focus area
We are deeply committed to complying with existing laws
and regulations and have a policy of zero tolerance to noncompliance
We have developed a compliance management system
along with an external partner to drive and monitor
compliance across the organisation within the required
timeframe, with suitable escalations and reviews
Employees are regularly sensitised about changes
in regulations and educated about the compliance
requirements of the role

Financial Statements

Our robust and effective risk management system helps us identify, monitor and
mitigate the risks that challenge business continuity and business growth, thereby
ensuring that we meet our strategic objectives and deliver on our commitments to
our stakeholders.
Key risks identification and description

•

Unanticipated breakdown/equipment failures may lead to
disruption in operations

Statutory Reports

Building resilience against
uncertainties

Operational risk

Corporate Overview

Risk Management
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Intellectual Capital

Strategic objectives
SO1, SO2, SO3
Strategic enablers
SE1, SE2, SE3

Capitals impacted
Financial
Manufactured
Social and relationship
Annual Report 2020-21

Human
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Among the best practices we plan to adopt in
exploration are more than 80% core recovery, even
in soft formations, and adopting wireline drilling with
triple tube core barrels. We follow a process of first
preparing a 3D litho-structural model for an individual
rock unit in the entire leasehold.

Among the best practices we plan
to adopt in exploration are more
than 80% core recovery, even in soft
formations, and adopting wireline
drilling with triple tube core barrels.
We follow a process of first preparing
a 3D litho-structural model for an
individual rock unit in the entire
leasehold. Geological-cum-structural
mapping of the entire band helps in
identifying the position of the weak
planes such as joint, shear, fault etc.
Geo-technical window mapping was
introduced to monitor the behaviour of
weak planes and to gauge the stability
of benches. We use radar technology
for monitoring slope stability.

also working on developing local
vendors for low phosphorous nut
coke, furnace automation to increase
visibility of process control parameters
and productivity, recovery of ferro
chrome from by-products and so on.

Piezometer data is being used to track
ground water level and identify water
pockets that can raise hydrostatic
pressure on the slope walls. Once
identified, water is drained out using
an innovative method of horizontal
drill holes instead of conventional
vertical holes. Geovia SURPAC software
is being used to prepare mining plans
and schedules, including backfilling
to avoid further degradation of virgin
land and restore the original profile to
the extent possible.

We are focusing on improving
efficiency, governance, visibility
and speed of decision-making
through digitally-enabled systems
and processes. We shall continue to
embrace new technologies and digital
to build our competitive edge in the
mining sector. In the year ahead,
digital interventions will involve
usage of Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT), location detection systems for
logistics planning, prescriptive and
predictive analytics models to facilitate

business decisions and sensorisation to
monitor process parameters. We shall
benchmark industry’s best, form cross
functional teams wherever required
and strive to achieve the business
objective through collaboration with
stakeholders.
We would like to create a platform
for online sale of our product starting
from lead/order generation to meeting
customers’ requirement 24x7. Our
team is working on improving reach,
capturing new product opportunities,
exploring digital marketing and a
differentiated buying experience in
the ferro chrome business through the
launch of our own website.

Technology intervention is also being
planned in ferro allys production. We
are evaluating modelling of the furnace
parameters to create possible digital
twins to manage it optimally. There
is opportunity to improve recovery,
power consumption as well as coke
rates in electric arc furnaces. We are
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We aim to be the ‘most respected and
valuable mining company in India’
by leveraging advanced technology,
the power of the digital and fostering
a culture of innovation. Since our
inception in May 2020, we have
been using Shikhar25 (improvement
programme used extensively in Tata
Steel to drive cost savings and other
improvements) as a vehicle to identify
improvement opportunities and
generate business value.

We have identified technology
leadership as one of our organisational
pillars that will help generate
significant value for our stakeholders.
A Council for Technology Leadership
has been formed in collaboration
with our parent company to identify,
experiment and drive transformational
projects through defined levers.

Statutory Reports

Sharpening our
capabilities

Tata Steel Mining Limited

• CLOUD: We have invested in
cloud infrastructure and are
in the process of building new
applications on cloud to address
scalability and efficiency
• SAFETY - ENSAFE: As a
commitment towards safe
operations and Zero Harm, an
online system to capture potential
risks and unsafe practices (ESAFE)
and monitor satisfactory closure
was launched and adopted by
all three operating mines before
starting commercial operations.
An Office 365 platform was
implemented for communication
and collaboration between
business functions
• MS TEAMS performed as the
backbone for conducting review
meetings and managing business
in work-from-home mode during
the pandemic. To protect the cloud
infrastructure and ensure secure
access in anyplace/anywhere mode,
VPN and MFA were introduced.
We are proactively monitoring and
managing our network
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• C
 YBER SECURITY: Our cyber
security setup can pre-empt a
significant number of intrusion
attempts and keep our assets and
applications safe
• VIDEO ANALYTICS: Implemented
at the operating units, video
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analytics will monitor unsafe
practices on the shop floor
and prevent intrusion at key
installations, reducing chances of
LTI and loss of property
• I IoT (connected workforce): To
increase workplace safety and
productivity, we are implementing
the Suraksha Card for all
employees working within the
premises. This uses LoRa WAN
technology and the safety device
is fitted with safety features and
sensors to help prevent unsafe
practices through geo-fencing
and alerts/notifications. It will
also enable policy interventions
wherever required. This is
being implemented with Tata
Communications across all
operating locations of TSML
• UAV (drone): Use of drones is
under implementation at our mines
for creating Ortho mosaic map,
digital surface / terrain model,
topographical map, haul road heat
map and cross section map. This
is aimed at improving agility at
reduced cost

Financial Statements

• SAP HANA: We have implemented
all the core modules of S/4 Hana
on cloud and migrated from TALLY
based system in three months,
which is an internal benchmark in
Tata Steel group companies

We are working closely with best-in-class technology
leaders, including Tata group companies, to drive our
technology adoption process. Our philosophy is to
ideate, innovate, try fast, fail fast, gain insights and move
on with the next cycle of improvement based on the
learnings. For proven technology that have delivered
result in a similar organisation, we shall implement fast,
thus taking advantage of being early adopters.

Statutory Reports

We have embarked on a digital
transformation journey to become an
agile and intelligent enterprise:

Corporate Overview

Digital transformation

• I NTEGRATED SUPPLY CHAIN: We
are in the process of implementing
integrated supply chain solutions
and analytical models for
monitoring margin and enabling
faster decision-making
• O
 TON SaaS: We are also in the
process of improving operational
efficiency by replacing existing
processes with best-in-class IT
platforms for Hire to Retire (Human
resource Capital Management
system), financial planning and
budgeting, travel and expense
management and vendor
engagement. This is part of Tata
Steel group-level strategic initiative
(One Tata Operating Network).
These SaaS platforms will help us
become more agile, intelligent and
smart across functions and improve
stakeholder experience in the
long term

Key partnerships
We are working closely with best-inclass technology leaders including
Tata group companies to drive our
technology adoption process. Our
philosophy is to ideate, innovate, try

fast, fail fast, gain insights and move
on with the next cycle of improvement
based on the learnings. For proven
technology that have delivered result
in a similar organisation, we shall
implement fast, thus taking advantage
of being early adopters.
In our endeavour to be the preferred
supplier to both our domestic and
international customers, we are using
state-of-the-art equipment in our
Quality Assurance Labs. Inductively
coupled plasma – optical emission
spectroscopy (ICP- OES) is being used
to analyse and verify the exact grade
of chromium ore. While this technique
is expensive, it is faster and effective,
being able to analyse multiple

elements simultaneously. Almost all
ore samples at TSML pass through
this analysis before the ore gets ready
for dispatch to plants and customers.
This state-of-the-art equipment
also analyses limestone, dolomite,
Pyroxenite, Limonite, slag, soil, water
etc.

Way forward
• Work on identified projects in areas
where we want to build technology
leadership on products and
processes

• F ocus on technology injection
towards beneficiation of low
grade ore
• R
 each out to untapped customers/
markets through digital platforms/
customer portals
• Implementation of best-in-class
platforms and migration to online
systems from current paperbased systems to improve agility,
transparency and governance

• U
 ndertake new product
development to open new revenue
streams
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Strategic objective
SO4
Strategic enablers
SE1, SE3

Capitals impacted
Financial
Intellectual
Manufactured
Annual Report 2020-21

Social and relationship

As an organisation beginning a new
journey, we are aware of the need to
bring in new skills and ideas to fuel
our growth. After careful deliberation,
we recruited close to ~100 people
soon after the formation of TSML to
fulfil our own targets and statutory
requirements. They were inducted
through a well-structured onboarding
programme which we will continue to
refine to suit our evolving needs.
To balance employee needs and
satisfaction with the organisation’s
values, objectives and goals, it was
imperative to look at our policies
that would make the most of our
human capital. Hence the year saw us
introduce several employee-friendly
policies together with a completely
refurbished employee hiring policy,
compensation policy, even as we went
down to the nitty gritty of revising
the salary structure and came up with
a new HRA policy. There are several
other changes in the pipeline.
A carefully thought-out Career
Progression Policy for focused
development of our employees has
been implemented. We have put
up internal job postings and have
encouraged inter-unit transfers so
that the right talent makes its way to
the right place and aids organisational
growth.

2,844
Total workforce (including
contract employees)

54,680 hours
Of overall behavioural, managerial
and functional training
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Our people are at the centre of our
world and we respect the contribution
each one makes to the betterment of
the organisation. We strive to provide
them an enabling work environment
and take a keen interest in their
development which we promote
through targeted trainings and
programmes that deepen engagement.

Talent management

Statutory Reports

Empowering our
workforce to bring out
their best

Corporate Overview

Human Capital

We are also taking a new look at work
processes in order to improve work
productivity. A Central Service Centre
has been created to take care of back
office-related jobs. With the help of
the Productivity Service Department
of Tata Steel, a workforce study in the
FAPs (Athagarh and Gopalpur) was
conducted and we have begun to
implement the study report.

Training and development
We are making efforts to enable our
employees to acquire new skills and
knowledge to not only perform their
work more effectively but also develop
their own capabilities according to
their individual potential.
A wide range of behavioural,
managerial and functional trainings
were organised during the year. A total
of 3,184 participants were trained for
an overall 54,680 hours. Safety training
was the key focus area as we started
work in the new mines. In this, we
imbibed the learnings of our parent

company. Felt leadership in safety is
part of the flagship programme of Tata
Steel, and trainings on this are being
implemented in TSML as well.
To ensure that our trainings were
effective and fulfilled actual needs, we
did a skill gap analysis and trainingneed identification before undertaking
the trainings. Accordingly, different
learning initiatives such as Embrace
and Gyansarovar were introduced
to encourage learning across the
organisation.
To see that our existing workforce
and new recruits were able to work
harmoniously and were on the same
page on the Company’s values and
objectives, we started a weekly
‘Hello Basics’ initiative to align and
strengthen our business excellence
fundamentals with both our existing
employees and new entrants. The
topics and way of imparting these
trainings are curated based on the
need of the audience.
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Employee engagement
We are trying to strengthen the
mental and emotional connect of our
employees to the workplace through
a variety of engagement initiatives.
A total of 10 programmes were
conducted across all units. Employees
are also encouraged to participate in
various engagement activities through
the Tata Engage programme.
We are trying to enhance the employee
experience by being more sensitive
to their needs and requirements. A
state-of-the-art canteen facility was
introduced in the Mines division
and COVID-19 resilience measures
undertaken across all locations.
Annual Report 2020-21

At the same time, we are looking at
strengthening our connect with our
employees by connecting with their
families as well. Drawing competitions,
games and tournaments were
organised at the Mines division during
Republic Day, and Founder’s Day.
Essay competition on International
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Women’s Day and a quiz competition
during the Annual Business Plan (ABP)
launch drew robust response from our
employees and their families.

Performance management
system

Financial Statements

We ensure optimum use of available
intellectual resources through various
platforms such as Tata Tomorrow
University and TATA WORLD. During
the year, we curated a special
programme titled, Tata Steel Story, to
introduce our new employees to the
rich heritage of Tata Steel and its value
system.

Statutory Reports

We also conducted awareness
programmes on TCoC to make our
people understand and imbibe the
importance of Tata values and ethical
practices. POSH awareness sessions
were conducted to promote our
principle of inclusivity and to ensure
a safe environment for our workforce.
The sessions saw 100% participation.

An effective performance
management system not only ensures
the profitability of the company, but
also ensures employee loyalty and
retention in the long run as individual
contributions are appreciated
and rewarded. To standardise the
whole process of promoting highperformance and an agile work culture,
a performance appraisal system was
introduced and streamlined. A robust
performance management system has
been implemented with talent reviews
and performance feedback.

Diversity and inclusion
A diverse workforce always enriches
an organisation by bringing in wider
perspectives and a wider pool of talent.
We ensure that inclusive teams work
together in an open and impartial
work environment. We are committed
to having a 30% female workforce
by 2030. To promote our policy of
diversity and inclusion, a D&I council
was formed to carry out activities that
promote our objective.

30%
Female workforce by
2030 targeted

6
New women employees
recruited in FY 2020-21

“Mind Matters” for mental well-being
At TSML, we came up with the initiative ‘MIND MATTERS’ to create awareness
on mental health issues among our people. In collaboration with NGOs like
Manam Foundation, Ummeed, 1 to 1 Help and others, various sessions were
organised, including ones on post-pandemic challenges and one-to-one
counselling for all employees and their families. The programme provides a
platform where individuals can seek assistance 24/7.

Zero Harm – a key priority

Way forward

Zero Harm is among our core
values, and part of our safety and
health responsibilities. Like our
parent company, which puts a high
priority on people safety, we remain
committed to ensuring a safe working
environment for our people. Our
robust management system and safety
governance ensure that we carry
out this objective. We have initiated
several awareness trainings under
the principle of ‘Zero Harm’. These
trainings have resulted in incident
investigation, Felt leadership, and more
attention to general safety and other
safety concerns.

• Arrange regular training
programmes like Tata Steel Story
(Culture), TQM, Safety (Safety Skill
Training for Line Managers, Felt
Leadership Training Progamme
and Contract Labour Awareness
Programme in consultation with
Safety department), Mind Matters
and others
• Implement the recommendations
of the Productivity Service
Department, Tata Steel (a manpower
rationalisation study conducted for
FAP Athagarh and Gopalpur)
• Rationalise contract labour
workforce through automation
and mechanisation, and develop a
multi-skilled workforce

• Develop people-friendly policies
and diversity and inclusion policies
and activities
• Include Lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender (LGBTQ)/People with
Disabilities (PWD) in the workforce
and address requirements across
locations for a gender diverse
workforce
• Develop IT-enabling digital
platforms to support HRM functions
• Build competency and capability
of employees for handling higher
responsibilities and positions
• Identify critical positions and ensure
availability of workforce at the right
time
• Ensure industrial harmony across all
our locations
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Building
enduring bonds

Ferro chrome sales growth

Cumulative number of customers in a month

Total Volume (in tonnes)
55

11

19

25
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NOV’20

DEC’20

JAN’21

FEB’21

MAR’21

Domestic Customers

Export Customers

Customers

Strategic objectives
SO1, SO2, SO3, SO4

At TSML, customers are central to all
our business activities. Even as we
transitioned chrome business from
Tata Steel to a new mining company,
we ensured that our customers didn’t
feel any disruption.

Human

Our growth in the past one year has
been driven by the desire to excel in
supporting customer needs, even the
emerging ones. This understanding has
helped us build a strong relationship
with them and grow our customer
base within a short span of three-four
months. During this time, we have
delivered products that offer superior
capabilities to stainless and alloy
steel manufacturers and refractory
manufacturers around the world.
Our dedicated team for the domestic
and export markets, along with our
strong supply chain, has helped us
deliver value to customers through
quality products and unmatched
services.

Natural

Customer relationship and
satisfaction

Strategic enablers
SE1, SE2, SE3

Capitals impacted
Financial
Manufactured

Annual Report 2020-21

We map customer needs and try to
understand the factors that drive their
satisfaction so that we can retain our
competitive edge based upon the
following four basic principles:
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DEC’20

Domestic Sales

17391

JAN’21

FEB’21

MAR’21

Export Sales

1.	
Product quality
Most of our customers come
back to us because we have
delivered consistent quality
in a product in each category
that is highly heterogeneous
in nature. We have a series of
product quality assurance and
quality control (QAQC) checks
right from the point of extraction
to the point of delivery so that
we deliver what we promise.
Recently, one of our esteemed
customers, asked for a special
size of materials to enhance their
operational efficiency. We worked
round-the-clock to deliver on the
need within the stipulated time.
2.

8849

Financial Statements

5

1794
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We seek to build and deepen
long-term and transparent
relationships based on trust with
our stakeholders. We are investing
in capacity building and knowledge
sharing with our partners. We are also
focusing on impact-led community
initiatives in the areas we operate.

Customer acqusition

Corporate Overview

Social and Relationship Capital

Seamless service
One pertinent need of our
customers is on-time and in-full
delivery (OTIF) so that their plants
don’t dry out of key raw materials.
To deliver at the right time and
the right quality, we have created
robust supply chain networks
and key touchpoints. Even during
the restrictions imposed by the
pandemic, we managed to take
care of our customers’ regular and
special needs. We also support
customers to optimise resource
utilisation and in any other
problem-solving required.

3.

 ustomer complaint handling
C
Customer satisfaction is key to
business survival and growth. We
have put in place strong SOPs,
tools and review mechanisms
to handle customer complaints.
Once a complaint is identified,
our team works round-the-clock
to resolve the issue at the earliest.
We also send out regular feedback
mailers and arrange sessions with
customers to understand if they
are facing any issue.

4.	
Value-added products and
services
This is what guarantees
market edge. Our commercial
and innovation teams work
hand-in-hand to understand
customer needs to deliver the
wow factor. We are working on
a plethora of add-ons such as
digital sales, customer order
portal, new packaging standards,
Just-in-Time (JIT) delivery
and product innovation in
composition and size to cater to
emerging customer needs.
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Our opening day requirement, as
we became a new company, was to
respect the terms of our contracts.
With the support of our vendor
partners, this could be done smoothly
as we started operations at the mines
and at the FAP in Gopalpur, Odisha.

Contract management review: This
plays a vital role in handholding and
guiding the vendors to take their
performance to the next level. Service
providers work jointly with TSML
teams during the execution of a job,
to find areas of improvement, monitor
performance based on well-defined
key performance indicators (KPIs) and
review progress against set objectives.
Vendor meets: These are organised
on a quarterly basis. TSML senior
management communicates to
vendors the Company’s requirements
and where improvements can be
made.
Category strategy approach: This
approach helps combine requirements
across TSML to procure on scale,
helping supppliers grow their business
in terms of volume.

Annual Report 2020-21

Vendor discovery: This is done to
identify cost competitive sources of
supply for major consumable items
such as lime, molasses and raw material
like nut coke and others.
We work to support local communities
and develop their entrepreneurial
capabilities. Hence, specific categories
of services and supply are awarded
to local service providers/supplier
partners. Around 90% of the O&M
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In alignment with our objective, the
major service contracts of our chromite
ore mines at Sukinda and the twin
mines engage 60% local workforce.
Contracts for civil construction,
plantation, drinking water supply to
nearby villages, providing facilities
such as school bus are awarded to local
service providers. Various facilities for
communities, such as school bus for
the commute of children, are awarded
on a contract basis to local service
providers.

These facilities have helped us treat
1,896 patients, seven of whom were
referred to other specialised centres.
Three tuberculosis cases were
diagnosed through counselling and
36 people were reached through TB
awareness programme. More than
140 children were immunised with
pulse polio drops. Health check-up
camps were organised at Mahulkanta
and Tikarpada, where 94 people were
treated.

Community
We believe that the primary purpose
of a business is to improve the quality
of life of the communities it serves.
We carry out our developmental
activities in the rural areas of the states
in which our operations are located.
While we ensure that all communities
benefit from our CSR activities,
we focus on those groups that are
socially and economically marginalised.
These include women, girls and
scheduled castes and tribes.

31,000
Lives impacted through our CSR
programmes in FY 2020-21

D 70.14 lakh
Expenditure on various CSR initiatives in
FY 2020-21

Health
We offer preventive, promotive and
curative healthcare services in villages
close to our operations. We provide
primary healthcare services through
static clinics and free medicine supply
to communities in need. As the mining
area is considered to be endemic zone,

RISHTA for today’s youth
Regional Initiative for Safe Sexual
Health of Today’s Adolescents
(RISHTA) aims to help adolescents
make informed decisions regarding
their lives, including sexual and
reproductive health. During
FY 2020-21, the RISHTA team
conducted the following events:
 -DHWANI: This is a platform
E
that enables youths to share their
perspectives and thought on
key issues affecting them while
encouraging respect for diversity and
plurality of thought.
Couple counselling: Through this
workshop, counselling was provided
to couples on early pregnancy, its
consequences, and required nutrition.
Couples from Kansa, Chingudipal,
Ransol and Kaliapani gram panchayats
were benefitted.
Career counseling and vocational
training: RISHTA team conducted
a career counselling session with
86 youths from areas nearby our
plants, along with an online session
on vocational training and skill
development opportunities.
 eadership programme with
L
RISHTA: The RISHTA team organised
a leadership programme and team
building exercises with adolscents
of Kansa, Chingudipal and Ransol
gram panchayats. Along with these
activities, the youths were prepared
to play an important role in their
communities for water conservation.

Sustainable livelihood and
women empowerment
We made significant efforts towards
promoting sustainable agricultural
practices and ensuring that
communities can opt for alternative
livelihood practices.
Changing employment trends in
tribal villages through banana
cultivation: Tata Steel Foundation
(TSF) organised a visit where 20 farmers
of Kansa panchayat met developed
farmers. The exposure helped build
trust and changed their mindset. They
started cultivating banana in barren
land. We also encouraged young men
and farmers to raise poultry and fish
etc. Other programmes undertaken
include:
• 5
 07 kitchen garden developed
with 100% saturation at Kansa and
Saruabil villages of the twin mines
• Banana cultivation in 5 acres of land
at Kansa (Beatsahi)
• Two 2,000 capacity poultry
sheds developed (Beatsahi and
Chingudipal)
• Pisciculture with 35 farmers in
Kakudia, Puriajhar, Kalarangiatta,
Krishnapur, Gudisahi Rugudisahi,
Ragda
• 2
 13 farmers adopted System of Rice
Intensification or SRI (Kansa, Ransol
and Kaliapani gram panchayat)
• Nine youths were supported with
Individual Biofloc Model
• 5
 acres of land developed for
horticulture plantation at Kakudia
• Capacity building of 425 pupils
through exposure visits and
training programmes

Sports and ethnicity
The Katepurty Football tournament
was organised at Ransol and Kansa
gram panchayats. In this tournament,
a total of 22 teams participated
and Kalarangiatta team won the
tournament.

Chaki Tournament
Chaki, a traditional tribal sport,
is very popular in Sukinda valley.
It creates a festive spirit among
communities, helps sports unite
them. Unfortunately, this sport
is dying among the younger
generations. To preserve and
promote it, the TSF team
supported the Young Utkal Club
of Kumudibahali in conducting
an inter-village Chaki tournament
at Kumudibahali, under
Chingudipal gram panchayat.
In this tournament, 16 teams
participated across three districts
of Kendujhar, Dhenkanal and
Jajpur. The champion team of
‘Nator’ was felicitated with a
trophy and a jersey set. The
runner-up team of ‘Balipura’ also
received a trophy and jersey
set. Apart from these, we also
undertook other initiatives:
• P
 reservation and promotion
of tribal theatre at Puriajhar,
Kalarangiatta
• Participation at Samvaad
Event online
• Distribution of tribal musical
instruments at seven villages
under Kansa gram panchayat

•	Two spring projects developed,
benefiting 30 households each
in Dehury Sahi and Kamarda of
Kansa gram panchayat
•	Siriayakhali Ashram School
inaugurated, benefiting 500
students
•	Two solar power-based deep
bore wells installed at Saruabil
and Kamarda, benefiting 72+
households

Education
We undertake various projects near
our communities for the all-round
development of children in the vicinity.
• U
 ndertaken 1,000 school projects;
impacting 25,467 children in
Sukinda block, Odisha
• S chool improvement project
through partner agency, ASPIRE:
To promote universal elementary
education within the Right to
Education framework
• J yoti Fellowship to meritorious
students from economically weak
SC and ST families to enable them
to accomplish their educational and
career aspirations. During the year,
a total 101 students received the
fellowship
• Renovation of Anganwadi Centre at
Guhiasal, Odisha

Water and civil infrastructure
We aim to assist people and
communities in poor and remote
areas develop a sustainable source
of clean water. In many rural areas,
spring water is accessed without
adequate protection measures
or without installing appropriate
catchment systems. As a consequence,
the spring gets contaminated and
the water quality does not meet
the safety standards for drinking
water. A properly tapped spring can
adequately cater to communities’
water needs if combined with sufficient
protection measures. The following
measures were undertaken in this
regard:
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Supplier management: This focuses
on maintaining and enhancing the
performance of supplier partners to
meet the growing and varying needs
of the organisation.

malaria and tuberculosis clinics have
been started. Mobile medical vans,
including ambulance service, have
been provided in the Sukinda mines
area.
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At TSML, we believe in time-tested
relationships based on mutual trust,
respect and benefits. We treat our
vendors as long-term partners. But
we also ensure that they keep up
with our safety and quality standards.
Various programmes help build our
relationship with vendors.

services at our FAPs at Athagarh and
Gopalpur are being catered to by local
service providers. Similarly, ~ 70% of
the supply is being sourced through
local vendors.

Corporate Overview

Vendors

Tata Steel Mining Limited

Renewable energy sourced

Use of ferro chrome slag in filling low lying areas
inside FAP Gopalpur Plant

3,63,584 kWhr

100%

Energy saving through LED project

Recycling of on-site process water

Our operations rely heavily on natural resources and have an environmental impact. We constantly strive to improve our
environmental performance and resource efficiency while reducing our ecological footprint through sustainable projects.

Air pollution
FAP Athagarh, Air quality
(PM-10), μg/m3

Strategic objectives
SO1, SO2, SO3, SO4
Strategic enabler
SE2

Capitals impacted

FAP Gopalpur, Air quality
(PM-10), μg/m3

Mine, Sukinda, Air
quality (PM-10), μg/m3

Mine, Kamarda, Air
quality (PM-10), μg/m3
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Through our sustainable operating
practices, we are living up to
our commitment to reduce the
environmental impact of our operations.
We are taking steps to be water neutral,
reduce air pollution, minimise waste
generation and accelerate transition
to a circular system by integrating
advanced technologies and continuous
innovation in the way we function.

100%

Statutory Reports

Minimising our
ecological footprint

16,817 MWh

Corporate Overview

Natural Capital

Mine, Saruabil, Air
quality (PM-10), μg/m3

60.26

59.31

61.4

53

59

58

63

68

FY20

FY21

FY20

FY21

FY20

FY21

FY21

FY21

Air pollution (especially dust emissions) is a material issue at all of our locations, including mines and plants. To abate its
effects, we have invested in various emission control equipment and continue to introduce practices that have a lower
environmental impact.
Water sprinklers in permanent haul roads, frequent haul road maintenance and increasing water sprinkling frequency and
coverage are some of the primary measures taken to reduce dust emission at our mine locations. At Sukinda, about 10 km of
haul road are watered by six water tankers, and 8 km of haul road in the twin mines are watered by three water tankers.
We are improving our current Dry Fog Dust Suppression System (DFDS) and taking steps to reduce ambient dust generation
and improve stack air quality in the FAPs.

Manufactured
Human
Social and relationship

Managing emissions
FAP Athagarh, Carbon
Emission Intensity,
tCO2e/tFeCr

Mine, Sukinda, Carbon
Emission Intensity,
K tCO2e/Cum Exca

Mine, Kamarda, Carbon
Emission Intensity,
K tCO2e/Cum Exca

Mine, Saruabil, Carbon
Emission Intensity,
K tCO2e/Cum Exca

FAP Gopalpur,, Carbon
Emission Intensity,
tCO2e/FeCr

4.4

12.1

3.4

19.6

3.1

4.6

5.7

FY20

FY21

FY20

FY21

FY21

FY21

FY20

FY21
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During FY 2020-21, we sourced
9,487 MWhr and 7,330 MWhr of
renewable en energy from open access
at FAP Gopalpur and FAP Athagarh,
respectively, reducing absolute CO2
emissions by 7,779 and 6,011 tonnes.

Renewable energy sourced
(MHhr) in FY 2020-21

9,487

We collaborate with technology
experts to explore the feasibility of
renewable energy in mine and plant
facilities. A number of renewable
energy projects has been identified,
and projects are being designed to
deploy renewable energy in a phased
manner.
Switching to lower-emission fuels,
using electric motors in machinery
and vehicles and reducing energy
consumption through operational
and energy efficiency together with
advanced technology intervention at
mine and plant locations help abate CO2
emissions.

ATHAGARH

GOPALPUR

tCO2e offset because of RE
power in FY 2020-21

Carbon emission intensity increased
by 24% in FY 2020-21 at FAP Gopalpur,
owing to a 46% rise in production. As a
result, real coke and power consumption
increased by 96% and 93% respectively.
In FY 2020-21, the intensity of carbon
emissions at the Sukinda mine was
reduced by 72% as a result of decreased
extraction of chrome ore by 50% (only
six months full-fledged production).

7,779

6,011

ATHAGARH

GOPALPUR

Water management at TSML
FAP Athagarh, Specific
Water consumption,
KL/t of FeCr

Mine, Sukinda - specific
Water consumption,
KL/Cum Exca

Mine, Saruabil,
Specific Water Consumption,
KL/Cum Exca

2.6

3.1

0.20

0.76

4.65

FY20

FY21

FY20

FY21

FY20

FY21

FY21
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FAP Gopalpur, Specific
Water consumption,
KL/t of FeCr

4.6

60.29

We have collaborated with industry
experts to conduct a feasibility study
and build water recharge systems for
ground water recharge at our locations.

Since our mines have on-site ETPs
that effectively clean 100% of mine
dewatered water and surface runoff, they do not burden the local
watershed. The treated water is reused
in mining process for sprinkling and
vehicle washing. The self-sustainable
housing and administrative facility has
an STP that treats domestic wastewater
and the treated water is reused for
gardening, resulting in a zero liquid
discharge facility.

We have a well-organised water
management system in place that
follows the principles of reduce, reuse,
and recycle. By constantly evaluating
our surface water/groundwater intake,
recycled water, and reclaimed water,
the water management system (flow

The Sukinda chromite mine’s selfsustainable housing and administrative
facility use 90% and 43% of recycled
water during the dry and monsoon
seasons, respectively. Around 57% of
treated water is discharged in local
watersheds during the monsoon,

and 10% is discharged during the dry
season. Owing to increased surface
runoff during monsoon, the discharge
water is comparatively higher.
(ETP: Effluent Treatment Plant, STP: Sewage
Treatment Plant)

Our FAP plants also do not cause
much stress to the local watershed.
The only water imported from the
local watershed is for drinking and
utility purposes and to compensate
for process losses. Both the units have
onsite ETPs which treat the onsite
process water. The 100% recycled
water is reused on-site in metal cooling,
jigging, sprinkling water on the road
and gardening. Both production plants
have an STP that treats the domestic
wastewater. Treated water is reused for
gardening purposes, making both the
facilities zero liquid discharge.

Solid waste management at TSML

3.8

Mine, Kamarda,
Specific Water Consumption,
KL/Cum Exca

metres and water audit) assists us in
controlling our specific water intake.

Lowering energy consumption
We have also undertaken LED projects in Mines and
FAP facilities as a part of our energy efficiency drive
which has led to energy savings of 1,57,680 kWhr per
year in FAP Gopalpur, 42,048 kWhr per year in FAP
Athagarh, 1,16,508 kWhr per year in Sukinda Mine
and 47,348 kWhr per year in the twin mines.

FAP Athagarh, Solid
Waste Generation,
MT

56,129 54,847

FY20

FY21

Mine, Kamarda,
Solid Waste Generation,
lakh Cum

0.06

FY21

FAP Gopalpur, Solid
Waste Utilisation,
%

Mine, Sukinda, Solid
Waste Generation,
lakh Cum

95

100

48.71

30.57

FY20

FY21

FY20

FY21

Mine, Saruabil, Solid
Waste Generation,
lakh Cum

3.3

FY21
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Carbon emission intensity in FAP
Athagarh was reduced by 5% in
FY 2020-21 as output fell by 3%,
resulting in a 6% decrease in specific
coke consumption and a 2% decrease
in power consumption.

7,330

Water is a vital resource for our mine
and plant operations, and our activities
could have significant negative impact
on watershed health. To mitigate
this effect and achieve our goal of
being a water-neutral organisation,
both FAP units are developed as zero
liquid discharge, and all three mines
have zero hazardous untreated water
discharge.
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Our central sustainability team, in
collaboration with cross-functional
team members at each mine and
plant site, identifies and implements
signature initiatives for CO2 emission
reduction, energy conservation, and
energy procurement from cleaner
sources.

Corporate Overview

Water management

Tata Steel Mining Limited

At our mine locations, the waste is now
being utilised for back filling of mined
out Ore Body II (OBII).
We are committed to the conservation,
enhancement, and restoration
of biodiversity. To formalise
this commitment, we adopted
a comprehensive biodiversity
conservation and management plan.
We have also set targets for our allmine locations and plants.

100%

Ferro chrome slag
utilisation in filling low
lying areas inside the
plant premise

Sustainablity Commitments- Related SDGs

We have made a strong
commitment to positively impact
people and planet as we strive
to be a pioneer in sustainable
practices. Both our mines and plant
sites have significant renewable
energy potential, and we are
developing plans to install solar
power systems. We are working on
programmes to improve operation,
energy conservation, and cost
optimisation, all of which will have
a positive effect on our bottom line
and reduce our carbon footprint.
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At FAP Gopalpur, we utilised 100%
ferro chrome slag in filling low lying
areas inside the plant premise. At FAP
Athagarh, we utilised jigging slag as
a substitute to rock aggregate and

re-processing slag by enhancing the
capacity of sand jigging plant.

Way forward

Statutory Reports

We believe that all materials
used in making ferro chrome and
chrome extraction have economic,
environmental, and social value. Thus,
if any by-product or waste generated
is not reutilised and goes to landfill,
its inherent value is lost. We are
committed to 100% reutilisation of
solid waste generated by our activities.
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Waste management

2030 Goals

5% of energy
requirements to be met
through renewables

33% plantation over
mine and plant site

20% reduction in
GHG intensity

50% utilisation of
solid waste

5% reduction in air
pollution

Zero groundwater
withdrawal and 30%
reduction in surface water
withdrawal

To be water positive
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